
Not that many years ago, if I wanted to go on a journey, I would get out the road atlas 
out and look at the route I needed to take. This worked 99% of the <me, however 
there was one <me, when I was travelling from Derbyshire to Oxford, and leB 
without my road atlas, needless to say I got lost when I missed my junc<on on the 
M1. I ended up at the boGom of the M1 just outside London. So I had to turn around. 
A gentle 3 hour trip, became a fraught 6 hour trip, because I did not know the way. 

These days I just put the route into the computer and it gives me the route from A-B, 
and then print it out, or I use the in car Sat Nav. 

Do you and I blindly follow the Sat Nav? Or do you some<mes decide to take a 
different road. Sat Nav’s usually plan the quickest route for the journey, in theory to 
make the journey straight forward. Some<mes however, even Sat Nav’s have 
difficul<es. Accidents, roadworks can be blockages to our route, and we have to for a 
<me take a detour, but the sat Nave cannot calculate it. 

Now over the years, I have had a number of different Sat Nav’s, some portable, some 
build in. It might just be my way of thinking, but when I to take a route off the 
planned route of the Sat Nav, it always sounds grumpy. Another Sat Nav had the 
voice of Darth Vader from Star Wars, and when I went a different way, and not the 
programmed way told me, in Vader’s voice. “I find your lack of faith disturbing”. 

Sat Nav’s however do eventually catch up and put you on the right road. 

Are your experiences of route planning similar? 

In life as in most things, we are guided, as Chris<ans, we are guided by God, through 
the Holy Spirit. This is our Sat Nav, and our route plan is both by the experiences God 
gives us, and the wriGen word we find in scripture. When we take a different turn, 
unlike my Darth Vader sat nav, God gently prods us back on to the right route. He has 
a plan for each of us, a road map if you will, and some<mes we move from the plan, 
and that usually becomes a learning experience for us. Once we have learned what 
was taught by our detour, we are directed back to the route. 

This period of lockdown is for all of us a learning experience, a <me where our 
learning is important, we are learning more about ourselves, about our walk with 
God, about a way of being Jesus in a locked down community and when we are 
lockdown free, will have some stories to tell of God’s movement in our lives. 


